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Bibliography of North American Geology, 1929-1939 Jun 17 2021
Lexicon of Geologic Names of the United States May 29 2022
Bulletin Jul 31 2022
A Cure for the Daltons Jul 19 2021 When European psychiatrist Otto Von Bratwurst travels to the Old West, he decides to put his theories to the ultimate test by
attempting to reform the imprisoned Dalton brothers, with the reluctant assistance of Lucky Luke.
List of North American Recent Mammals 1923 Oct 22 2021 The North American recent mammals in the United States National Museum number about 166,000
specimens, including 1,435 types. More than three-fourths of this material is in the Biological Survey collection, United States Department of Agriculture, the remainder,
including the seals, sirenians, ceataceans, and all of the older, more historic specimens, is in the Museum proper. The material derived from these two sources furnishes so
complete a representation of the mammals of North America that, of the 2,554 forms now recognized, only 171 are not included.
Studies in the Apocynaceae Jul 27 2019
Plains Anthropologist Sep 28 2019
Bulletin Dec 24 2021

A Study of the Apache Indians Apr 27 2022
Bulletin of the United States Geological Survey May 05 2020
Preliminary Report on the 1937 Excavations, Bc 50-51, Chaco Canyon, New Mexico, with Some Distributional Analyses Jul 07 2020
Painted Wood Oct 29 2019 The function of the painted wooden object ranges from the practical to the profound. These objects may perform utilitarian tasks, convey
artistic whimsy, connote noble aspirations, and embody the highest spiritual expressions. This volume, illustrated in color throughout, presents the proceedings of a
conference organized by the Wooden Artifacts Group of the American Institute for Conservation of Historic and Artistic Works (AIC) and held in November 1994 at the
Colonial Williamsburg Foundation in Williamsburg, Virginia. The book includes 40 articles that explore the history and conservation of a wide range of painted wooden
objects, from polychrome sculpture and altarpieces to carousel horses, tobacconist figures, Native American totems, Victorian garden furniture, French cabinets,
architectural elements, and horse-drawn carriages. Contributors include Ian C. Bristow, an architect and historic-building consultant in London; Myriam Serck-Dewaide,
head of the Sculpture Workshop, Institut Royal du Patrimoine Artistique, Brussels; and Frances Gruber Safford, associate curator of American decorative arts at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York. A broad range of professionals—including art historians, curators, scientists, and conservators—will be interested in this
volume and in the multidisciplinary nature of its articles.
Minerals Yearbook Nov 10 2020
Bulletin of the United States National Museum Sep 20 2021
Lexicon of Geologic Names of the United States (including Alaska). Jun 29 2022
An Introduction to Native North America Jun 25 2019 The Second Edition of An Introduction to Native North America provides a basic introduction to the native peoples
of North America, including both Eskimos and Indians. Beginning with a discussion of the geography of North America, this text delves into the history of research, basic
prehistory, the European invasion, and the impact of Europeans on Native cultures. A final chapter covers contemporary Native Americans, including issues of religion,
health, and politics. Much of the book is also written from the perspective of the ethnographic present, and the various cultures are described as they were at the specific
times noted in the text.
Apache Indians Apr 15 2021
News Notes of California Libraries Nov 30 2019 Vols. for 1971- include annual reports and statistical summaries.
Bulletin of the United States Geological Survey Apr 03 2020
Lexicon of Geologic Names of the United States: A-L Sep 01 2022
Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series Oct 02 2022
Catalog of Copyright Entries, Third Series Aug 20 2021 Includes index.
Discovering North American Rock Art Feb 11 2021 From the high plains of Canada to caves in the southeastern United States, images etched into and painted on stone by
ancient Native Americans have aroused in observers the desire to understand their origins and meanings. Rock paintings and engravings can be found in nearly every state
and province, and each region has its own distinctive story of discovery and evolving investigation of the rock art record. Rock art in the twenty-first century enjoys a large
and growing popularity fueled by scholarly research and public interest alike. This book explores the history of rock art research in North America and is the only volume
in the past twenty-five years to provide coverage of the subject on a continental scale. Written by contributors active in rock art research, it examines sites that provide a
cross-section of regions and topics and complements existing books on rock art by offering new information, insights, and approaches to research. The first part of the
volume explores different regional approaches to the study of rock art, including a set of varied responses to a single site as well as an overview of broader regional
research investigations. It tells how Writing-on-Stone in southern Alberta, Canada, reflects changing thought about rock art from the 1870s to today; it describes the role of
avocational archaeologists in the Mississippi Valley, where rock art styles differ on each side of the river; it explores discoveries in southwestern mountains and
southeastern caves; and it integrates the investigation of cupules along Georgia’s Yellow River into a full study of a site and its context. The book also compares the
differences between rock art research in the United States and France: from the outset, rock art was of only marginal interest to most U.S. archaeologists, while French
prehistorians considered cave art an integral part of archaeological research. The book’s second part is concerned with working with the images today and includes

coverage of gender interests, government sponsorship, the role of amateurs in research, and chronometric studies. Much has changed in our understanding of rock art since
Cotton Mather first wrote in 1714 of a strange inscription on a Massachusetts boulder, and the cutting-edge contributions in this volume tell us much about both the ancient
place of these enduring images and their modern meanings. Discovering North American Rock Art distills today’s most authoritative knowledge of the field and is an
essential volume for both specialists and hobbyists.
Book Review Index Jan 13 2021 Every 3rd issue is a quarterly cumulation.
The American Bats of the Genera Myotis and Pizonyx Dec 12 2020
Lucky Luke - Volume 17 - Apache Canyon Nov 03 2022 Patronimo’s Apache tribe is still waging war against the white settlers. The damage on both sides is getting
heavier and heavier. Lucky Luke is called in to restore the peace between Patronimo’s tribe and Colonel O’Nollan. But, while negotiating with both sides, Lucky Luke is
perceived as a traitor. Only a wild twist of fate will enable him to come out of this tricky situation unscathed.
Mineral Information Service Sep 08 2020
Archaeology of the High Plains Mar 27 2022
Athapaskan Migrations Mar 03 2020 Migration as an instrument of cultural change is an undeniable feature of the archaeological record. Yet reliable methods of
identifying migration are not always accessible. In Athapaskan Migrations, authors R. G. Matson and Martin P. R. Magne use a variety of methods to identify and describe
the arrival of the Athapaskan-speaking Chilcotin Indians in west central British Columbia. By contrasting two similar geographic areas—using the parallel direct historical
approach—the authors define this aspect of Athapaskan culture. They present a sophisticated model of Northern Athapaskan migrations based on extensive archaeological,
ethnographic, and dendrochronological research. A synthesis of 25 years of work, Athapaskan Migrations includes detailed accounts of field research in which the authors
emphasize ethnic group identification, settlement patterns, lithic analysis, dendrochronology, and radiocarbon dating. Their theoretical approach will provide a blueprint
for others wishing to establish the ethnic identity of archaeological materials. Chapter topics include basic methodology and project history; settlement patterns and
investigation of both the Plateau Pithouse and British Columbia Athapaskan Traditions; regional surveys and settlement patterns; excavated Plateau Pithouse Tradition and
Athapaskan sites and their dating; ethnic identification of recovered material; the Chilcotin migration in the context of the greater Pacific Athapaskan, Navajo, and Apache
migrations; and summaries and results of the excavations. The text is abundantly illustrated with more than 70 figures and includes access to convenient online appendixes.
This substantial work will be of special importance to archaeologists, anthropologists, linguists, and scholars in Athapaskan studies and Canadian First Nation studies.
Bulletin May 17 2021
Preliminary Report on the 1937 Excavations, Bc 50-51, Chaco Canyon, New Mexico Aug 08 2020
The Archeology of Lake Mead National Recreation Area Mar 15 2021
The Journal of Arizona History Aug 27 2019
Structural Materials in Parts of Oregon and Washington Jun 05 2020
Archeology of the High Plains Feb 23 2022
Phytologia Jan 01 2020 A journal of plant systematics, phytogeography and vegetation ecology.
Lucky Luke - Volume 14 - The Dashing White Cowboy Oct 10 2020 Some strange burglaries take place at each performance of the play “The Dashing White Cowboy”
given by the company of W. Baltimore. Simply coincidence? Suspicious, Lucky Luke follows them. Unfortunately, it’s he who is accused of theft in every city the actors
pass through. After all, he’s also a stranger. But despite this series of arrests, Lucky Luke won’t let Baltimore and his troupe leave him behind, and he’ll clear his name...
Kansas Register Jan 25 2022
Collected papers Nov 22 2021
The Medicine-men of the Apache Jan 31 2020
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